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Giant was founded in 1972 with a mission: Create the 
ultimate cycling experience for all types of riders, all  
around the world. As a brand, we have always focused  
on developing new technologies to help accomplish  
this mission. 

In recent years, Giant has led the way in the development 
of E-bike products and technology. It began 16 years ago 
with our first front-drive E-bike and continued with the 
introduction of our innovative Hybrid Cycling Technology 
10 years ago. With HCT, we combined electric power with 
human power to create a seamless extension of a rider’s 
own abilities. 

Initially focused on transit and lifestyle bikes, Giant Hybrid 
Cycling Technology has continually developed and 
improved over the last decade. Today it offers riders of all 
types the opportunity to enjoy the E-bike experience. 

For 2018, we are offering our most complete line of 
E-bikes ever. From zippy urban mobility bikes to sporty 
road bikes to high-performance off-road machines, 
there’s a Giant E-bike for every adventure. 

Giant e-bike
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Giant Hybrid Cycling Technology combines electric power with human power to produce the 
most efficient, powerful and natural E-bike riding experience. 

For 2018, Giant is introducing the all-new SyncDrive Pro motor system with new high-
performance settings. The RideControl command center is updated to five power-assist 
modes, which offers riders more support options at their own command. And Giant’s lithium-ion 
EnergyPaks are also updated, offering a more seamless integration and cleaner frame profile. 
The newest EnergyPak design also features an innovative new side-release option for better 
convenience.

HYBRID  
CYCLING TECHNOLOGY
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SyncDrive Pro powered by Yamaha is designed for high-performance E-bike riding. Giant tuned the motor to make it 
more powerful, producing a performance-oriented riding style. The lightweight, compact SyncDrive Pro motor is used 
primarily on Giant’s high-performance models. 

Powered by YAMAHAPro 

The new SyncDrive Pro offers 5 support modes (Eco, Tour, Active, 
Sport and Power) and powerful assistance with a maximum support 
ratio of 360%. This means that, in the Power mode, 100% of human 
torque input offers 360% of pedal-assist.

Superior Power Output

assist mode power assist mode

Power 360%

Sport 300%

Active 250%

Tour* 175%

Eco 100%

Off Off
The "Tour" support name will be changed to "Basic" as a running change 
for the bikes delivered in June
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PRO SPORT

Backlash 1/3 reduction
Freewheel comparison

100%

Bike Speed km/h
27.525100

Real Torque

190ms

Torque

0 10 25 27,5

Powered by YAMAHAPro 

assist mode max cadence

Power 120 rpm

Sport 120 rpm

Active 120 rpm

Tour* 110 rpm

Eco 110 rpm

Off 0 rpm
The "Tour" support name will be changed to "Basic" as a running change 
for the bikes delivered in June

For performance-minded riders, this motor offers 80Nm of powerful 
support up to 120 max rpm in the two upper support modes (Active, 
Sport, Power). 

The rider experiences no power loss while reaching higher levels of 
cadence, making steep climbs more accessible and comfortable. At 
the three entry support modes, the rider is rewarded with 110 max 
rpm and 80Nm of motor torque.

SyncDrive Pro is tuned to give quick and direct response to 
pedaling. It delivers 100% of 80Nm of motor torque in less than 190 
milliseconds.

Both the ISIS bottom bracket interface and clutch have been 
updated to provide a quicker, more direct response. Backlash of the 
ratchet mechanism is reduced by one third, and a hollow axle shaft 
creates a quicker, more direct response.

high-performance ride quality
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Axle length: 128 mm

Width: 98,5mm
SyncDrive PRO

SyncDrive 
Sport & Life

13% reduced volume

SyncDrive PRO
SyncDrive 

Sport & Life

THREE CORE BENEFITS

1. Superior Power Output 
Additional modes offer maximum pedaling assistance.

2. High-performance ride quality
A more dynamic and quick response and power in all conditions for 
performance-minded riders. 

3. Lightweight and compact
A lighter motor package with a massive 80Nm of torque. 

Powered by YAMAHAPro 

The new SyncDrive Pro offers 5 support modes (Eco, Tour, 
Active, Sport With reduced weight (380 grams lighter than 
the SyncDrive Sport and Life) and reduced volume (13% 
less volume compared to SyncDrive Sport and Life), the new 
SyncDrive Pro motor is ideal for high performance E-bikes. 

The light and compact motor allows: 
•  Clean lines
•  Next-level integration 
•  Maximum ground clearance

A hollow axle shaft is used to reduce weight while a 128mm 
ISIS interface BB allows for a narrower Q factor to fit MTB 
standards. 

lightweight and compact
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Pro VS Yamaha pw-X 
The SyncDrive Pro differentiates itself from the Yamaha PW-X with more progressive tuning (outlined with the filled 
gradient boxes).  The hardware is the same, but by tuning the SyncDrive Pro differently, Giant created a unique riding 
experience.

*MAXIMUM TORQUE 
While the Yamaha PW-X is tuned more conservatively in terms of motor torque, SyncDrive Pro offers 80Nm of torque through all 
five support modes. Yamaha PW-X only offers 80Nm of torque in its highest support mode (EXPW) while the other support modes 
offer 70Nm of motor torque (ECO+, ECO, STD, HIGH). Higher motor torque offers the rider more power to climb steep hills and 
mountains.

**MAXIMUM CADENCE
Performance riding means higher cadence levels. This is why SyncDrive Pro offers higher support ratios, up to 120 max rpm in the 
two highest support modes and 110 max rpm in the three lowest support modes. SyncDrive Pro is tuned for an active riding style. 
The Yamaha PW-X offers 120 max rpm in its highest support mode and 110 max rpm in other support modes. 

***SUPPORT RATIOS
Rider input multiplied by its support ratios equals motor torque output. SyncDrive Pro offers higher support ratios and provides a 
higher torque through all support modes. Yamaha PW-X provides lower support ratios and is tuned to feel less aggressive than the 
SyncDrive Pro. This means that SyncDrive delivers more power and comfort on steep climbs.

Yamaha PW-X SyncDrive Pro

Drive unit type Center Motor Center Motor

Watts 250W 250W

Support modes

Eco+
Eco
Std
High
Expw

Eco
Tour*
Active
Sport
Power

Maximum torque *

Eco+ 70Nm
Eco 70Nm
Std 70Nm
High 70Nm
Expw 80Nm

Eco 80Nm
Tour* 80Nm
Active 80Nm
Sport 80Nm
Power 80Nm

Maximim cadence**

Eco+ 110 rpm
Eco 110 rpm
Std 110 rpm
High 110 rpm
Expw 120 rpm

Eco 110 rpm
Tour* 110 rpm
Active 120 rpm
Sport 120 rpm
Power 120 rpm

Support ratios***

Eco+ 50%
Eco 100%
Std 190%
High 280%
Expw 320%

Eco 100%
Tour* 175%
Active 250%
Sport 300%
Power 360%

Support up to 25kph 25kph

Axle ISIS ISIS

Weight 3.1 kg 3.1 kg
The "Tour" support name will be changed to "Basic" as a running change for the bikes delivered in June
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Powered by YAMAHASport
Innovation, manufacturing expertise and a motor system powered by Yamaha all combine to expand any rider’s abilities. 
SyncDrive Sport offers three support modes and is equipped on E-bikes that are used for both everyday riding and for 
more demanding off-road riding. 

This small mid-drive motor delivers a massive maximum 80Nm of torque and is widely acclaimed for its performance  
and reliability.

THREE CORE BENEFITS

1. power 
With up to 80Nm of torque, SyncDrive delivers high power, even at 
low speeds. The result is a quiet, comfortable and powerful riding 
experience.

2. Instant response
The SyncDrive Sport motor engages instantly when power is applied 
to the pedals. This helps the rider when accelerating and offers reliable 
performance on steep climbs. 

3. PROPORTIONAL POWER DELIVERY
The SyncDrive motor produces proportional and linear support.  
This means the power feels smooth, like a natural extension of  
human power.
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Powered by YAMAHALife
The Giant SyncDrive Life is the ideal solution for E-bikes with low step-through frames. This compact, mid-drive motor 
ensures perfect weight distribution, which makes the E-bike more stable and balanced. Centralized mass leads to a 
natural weight balance while riding and while stopped.

SyncDrive Life helps you ride with comfort and freedom, delivering a maximum 60Nm (Newton Meters) of torque with 
proven performance and reliability.

THREE CORE BENEFITS

1. Stability 
Centralized mass for stability and balance.

2. Power and comfort
60Nm of torque delivers enough power to ride with more comfort  
and ease. 

3. Natural riding style
The SyncDrive motor delivers smooth power that feels predictable  
and in sync with a rider’s natural pedaling style.
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overview

SyncDrive Life SyncDrive Sport SyncDrive Pro

Drive unit type Center Motor Center Motor Center Motor

Watts 250W 250W 250W

Support modes
Eco
Normal
Sport

Eco
Normal
Sport

Eco
Tour*
Active
Sport
Power

Maximum torque 60Nm 80Nm 80Nm

Maximim cadence
Eco - 100 rpm
Normal - 100 rpm
Sport - 100 rpm

Eco - 100 rpm
Normal - 100 rpm
Sport - 100 rpm

Eco – 110rpm
Tour* – 110rpm
Active – 120rpm
Sport – 120rpm
Power -120rpm

Support ratios
Eco - 80%
Normal - 180%
Sport - 300%

Eco - 80%
Normal - 180%
Sport - 300%

Eco – 100%
Tour* – 175%
Active – 250%
Sport – 300%
Power - 360%

Support up to 25kph 25kph 25kph

Axle Four-square Four-square ISIS

ServiceTool compatible Yes Yes Yes

Response

22,5 inch clutch
engagement (16 ratchet)
570ms 

80% torque at 0kph
100% torque at 10kph

22,5 inch clutch
engagement (16 ratchet)
570ms
 
80% torque at 0kph
100% torque at 10kph

7,5 inch clutch engagement
(24 ratchet x 2 pawl sets)

190ms, 100% torque at
0kph

Walk Assist
18.8 Nm
+/- 4.5kph (depending in
max. gear)

18.8 Nm
+/- 4.5kph (depending in
max. gear)

60 Nm
+/- max. 3.5kph (depending
in max. gear)

Weight 3.48 kg 3.48 kg 3.1 kg

The "Tour" support name will be changed to "Basic" as a running change for the bikes delivered in June
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The PedalPlus 4-sensor technology system combines speed and torque sensors with motor and pedal rotation sensors to produce 
consistent power across the entire gear range. It precisely measures the amount of force a rider is applying to the pedals so that the 
motor delivers a seamless power boost. The system uses speed and torque sensors along with motor and pedal rotation sensors 
to produce even power across the entire gear range. The result is predictable power that feels totally natural in any gear and makes 
riding the bike feel smooth and powerful on all types of terrain.

THREE CORE BENEFITS

1. NATURAL FEELING 
The torque sensor measures the amount of power the rider is 
applying to the pedals so that the motor can replicate the natural 
riding style, adding assistance when needed.

2. EFFICIENCY
The PedalPlus 4-sensor technology maximizes energy efficiency for 
both the rider and the battery system. 

3. INSTANT SUPPORT
The combination of the sensor technology and the instantaneous 
response of the SyncDrive motor creates a smooth and powerful
riding experience.

TORQUE
SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
The torque sensor reacts to pedal
pressure. The more pressure you
apply to the pedals, the more
support you get from the motor.
It precisely measures this force
so that the motor can deliver a
seamless power boost.

SPEED
SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
The speed sensor works
independently from the pressure
you are putting on the pedals. It
precisely measures the speed the
rider is traveling. 

MOTOR AND PEDAL
ROTATION SENSORS 
These sensors allow the motor
to run as smoothly and seamlessly
as possible.
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Giant EnergyPaks are made with the latest Lithium-ion battery technology and are totally integrated with the design of
Giant E-bikes. The batteries come in 300Wh, 400Wh and 500Wh packages.

Updated for 2018, the new EnergyPak is even more integrated with the framesets on Giant E-bikes. The lithium-ion core
remains the same and still offers the highest energy density of any E-bike battery in its category. New features include
more streamlined integration with the downtube and top tube to provide a cleaner, more modern profile. And a new
side-release design* allows for new frame geometries that are optimized for specific performance factors.

THREE CORE BENEFITS

1. Optimized geomtery 
Lower stand over-heights, more compact frame designs, and XS 
sizes are now possible with the new side-removable EnergyPak.

2. seamless integration
Seamless integration with the downtube and toptube gives new  
E-bike models a more modern and streamlined look. 

3. higher safety standards
Larger side covers offer more protection and a higher  
safety standards.
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ENERGYPAKS 300WH, 400WH & 500WH

The capacity of a Giant EnergyPak is measured in Watt Hours. The exact range is influenced by factors including terrain, rider weight 
and weather.

300Wh EnergyPaks are mounted to a specially designed rack. Removal and charging of the EnergyPaks is 
simple. Each can be fully charged in about two hours.

400Wh EnergyPaks are integrated into the frame. This helps stabilize and balance the E-bike while it’s being 
ridden. You can either (side*) remove the EnergyPak to charge it, or plug the charger directly into the E-bike 
itself. 400Wh EnergyPaks can be fully charged in just three hours.

The new integrated 500Wh EnergyPak has increased range and is the best choice for longdistance riding. Most 
Giant E-Bikes are equipped with this technology. (Side*) Removal and charging is simple. Each can be fully 
charged in about three hours.
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TECHNOLOGY TERMS

VOLT: 
This is also called electromotive force. It is a quantitative 
expression of the potential difference in charge between two 
points in an electrical field. Giant E-Bikes run at 36 volts. In 
general, higher voltage means better electrical efficiency.

WATT HOUR (WH):
Watt hour is a measurement of electric charge that estimates 
how far you can ride on a single charge. This is useful because 
it allows easy comparison between batteries, irrespective of 
voltage: a 36-volt, 10Ah battery would be labeled 360Wh; a 
48-volt, 7.5Ah battery would also be labeled 360Wh. Giant 
EnergyPaks are equipped with 500Wh batteries. 

SELF DISCHARGE:
Losing power while the battery is not being actively used. 
Selfdischarge occurs in all types of batteries. How much, 
depends on the type of battery, and the weather conditions 
in which the battery is stored. The higher the temperature, the 
more self-discharge occurs. Batteries are best stored in a cool 
environment when not being used.

LITHIUM-ION:
The most commonly used E-bike battery type. Lithium-ion 
batteries are prized for their high-energy density and low self-
discharge. 

AMP HOUR (AH):
An amp hour is the charge transported by a constant current of 
one ampere for one hour. A battery with a capacity of 10 amp 
hours can theoretically supply a constant current of one amp  
for 10 hours.

FAST CHARGER:
By using the fast charger with the 4Ampere charger, the 
charging time for Giant EnergyPaks is just three hours on 
500Wh batteries.

BATTERY SHELF LIFE:
The length of time that a battery may be stored without 
becoming unfit for us.

WATT:
The continuous rate of power output.
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The RideControl handlebar-mounted command center of our E-bikes provide the most important information of your
ride. On the following pages there is a broad introduction of Giants’ new RideControl models.

• RideControl EVO
• RideControl Charge

THREE CORE BENEFITS

RIDECONTROL EVO

1. connected 
The RideControl EVO keeps you connected. It can be upgraded 
through an app, and offers Bluetooth connectivity and USB charging.

2. durable integration
New aluminum housing makes it more durable and shockproof. It also 
features updated handlebar integration and a state-of-the-art screen. 

3. 2nd screen possibilities
The new RideControl EVO features second screen possibilities for 
navigation and other apps.

Giant’s new RideControl EVO improves the riding experience 
with an all-new remaining range indicator. This new
feature offers a better view of riding range with the current 
battery capacity.

RideControl EVO represents state-of-the-art design and 
aesthetics. Clean, rounded corners give it an elegant look and
feel. And with its aluminum housing, the new RideControl EVO 
is more shockproof and durable, even on rough terrain.

With Bluetooth connectivity and USB charging, RideControl 
can be updated—meaning you’ll always be up to date with
the latest technology. It also has second screen possibilities to 
use your RideControl for navigation or other apps.
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THREE CORE BENEFITS

RIDECONTROL CHARGE

1. optimized ergonomics 
Improved ergonomics on this handlebar control center.

2. USB charging
The USB charger makes charging other devices possible. 

3. walk assist
Makes walking the bike easier and more comfortable.

RideControl Charge combines all functions in one device. It displays the EnergyPak capacity, which power assist mode is being 
used, and speed or total distance. Its sleek design provides an ergonomic, handlebar-mounted control center so that the support 
levels can be accessed easily and comfortably. RideControl Charge also offers convenient charging with its user-friendly USB 
charger. And now Giant E-bikes can be wheeled along more easily with our new Walk-Assist function.
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RideControl Charge RideControl EVO

Range

EnergyPak Capacity 5 blocks • •

EnergyPak Capacity % • •

Remaining Range • •

Assist

Assist Mode • •

Assist Power Bar •

Walk assist • •

Light
Light on/off switch at grip • •

Light Indication • •

Cycling Info

Speed km/h • •

Speed mph • •

Average Speed • •

Maximum Speed •

Trip Time • •

Trip Distance • •

Total Distance • •

User Cadence Indication •

USB 5V USB Charger • •

Service

Error Code Indication 5 codes

Error Code Indication 59 codes • •

Wireless link to Service Tool • •

Wireless Software Update • •

Extra

Second screen compatible •

Upgradeable by app • •

Bluetooth connected • •

Button controls Ergonomic button controls • •



POWER YOUR JOURNEY

E-bikes can take you through a variety of terrain and different usages. In urban city streets a Quick-E+ is more useful 
than Full-E+, which is made for rugged trails. For a better understanding, Giant created the E-Cycling World.

Level 1 is based on terrain/environment. You will see this as: Urban, Suburban, Road, Cross-Road, and Off-Road

Level 2 is based on intended use/experience: You will see this as: Mobility, Recreation, Fitness, Trekking, XC and Trail.

E-cycling world
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charge  
the trail.

2018 full-E+ sx pro
FOR TOTAL TRAIL CONTROL, THIS FULL-SUSPENSION E-BIKE TAKES YOUR OFF-ROAD ADVENTURES TO A NEW LEVEL.
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2018 full-E+ sx pro
With its all-new SyncDrive Pro motor and proven Maestro suspension performance, the Full-E+ SX Pro delivers smooth, 
confident performance on rowdy trails. Climbing or descending, it gives you the power and confidence to push new limits in 
your off-road adventures. The motor’s increased power output and higher cadence capabilities make it the right choice for 
aggressive trail riding. The lightweight yet strong ALUXX aluminum frame is seamlessly integrated with a 500Wh EnergyPak 
and 160mm of smooth rear suspension travel. And a drivetrain that’s tuned specifically for off-road performance ensures 
quick, reliable gear shifts on rugged, enduro style terrain.

•   Super high-performance SyncDrive Pro motor with 80Nm of torque.
•   Smoothest, most efficient off-road performance with 160mm of 

Maestro suspension and an E-bike specific drivetrain. 
•  Longest range with an integrated 500Wh EnergyPak.

•   Aggressive riders who want to ride more enduro-focused terrain with 
greater ease. 

•   Technically savvy riders who make purchasing decisions based on 
bike reviews and retailer messaging.

•   Riders who want to experience off-road enduro adventures whatever 
their physical condition might be.

•  Giant SyncDrive Pro 80Nm central motor, powered by Yamaha.
•  Giant EnergyPak 500 lithium-ion battery.
•  Giant PedalPlus 4-sensor technology.
•  Giant RideControl EVO.
•  E-bike specific drivetrain for better handling.
•  RockShox Lyric RC 130-160mm travel adjust fork.
•  Contact Switch remote height-adjust seatpost.
•  27.5 plus tubeless tires.
•  Giant eTracker Boost thru axles for more stiffness.

Key Performance Factors target rider

Intended use Key features

xc enduro

recreation

trail
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1  PEDALPLUS
  New 4-sensor system precisely measures the amount of force a rider is applying to 

the pedals so that the motor can produce a seamless power boost. 

2  SYNCDRIVE Pro MOTOR
  SyncDrive Pro powered by Yamaha is designed for high-performance E-bike riding. 

Giant tuned the motor to be more powerful for performance-focused riding.

3 MAESTRO SUSPENSION
   Uses four strategically positioned pivot points and two linkages that work together to 

create a single floating pivot point for 160mm of active and efficient rear travel.

4  ALUXX SL ALUMINUM
  State-of-the-art aluminum frameset material features best-in-class strength-to-

weight ratios and unique welding technologies for a high-performance ride quality.

5  RIDECONTROL evo
  Handlebar-mounted command center provides ergonomically designed controls to 

adjust riding modes and view data including speed, distance and battery level.

6  INTEGRATED ENERGYPAK 500wh
  Integrated 500Wh lithium-ion battery system features the highest energy density in 

its class, giving riders up to 25% greater range than most batteries of similar size  
and weight.

7  WIDE GEAR RANGE
  Helps riders power through variable off-road terrain, from smooth flats to rugged 

singletrack climbs and descents.

8 BOOST TECHNOLOGY
  Wider hub spacing results in stiffer wheels for added control, plus more tire clearance 

and an improved chainline for optimal drivetrain performance.   

 
technology

4

5
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2018 full-E+ sx pro



 
charge  
the trail.

2018 full-E+ pro
TAKE YOUR TRAIL RIDING ADVENTURES TO NEW HEIGHTS. THE FULL-E+ PRO GIVES YOU THE POWER TO CLIMB AND
THE TECHNOLOGY TO HAVE MORE FUN.
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2018 full-E+ pro
Powered by the new central SyncDrive Pro motor, this incredibly capable trail bike gives you a massive 80Nm torque
to conquer steep climbs and enjoy every aspect of your off-road adventures. The 500WH EnergyPak is cleanly
integrated with a lightweight ALUXX SL aluminum frame. Featuring 140mm of smooth Maestro suspension travel, and
frame geometry that’s designed for 27.5 wheels, it’s a fun way to tackle technical single-track trails.

•    Super high-performance SyncDrive Pro motor with 80Nm of torque.
•   Smoothest, most efficient off-road performance with 140mm 

Maestro suspension.
•  Longest range with an integrated 500Wh EnergyPak.

•   Riders who want to ride singletrack terrain with more ease.
•   Riders seeking the most popular price point for a fullsuspension 

E-bike.
•   Riders who want to experience off-road singletrack adventures 

whatever their physical condition might be.

•  Giant SyncDrive Pro 80Nm central motor, powered by Yamaha.
•  Giant EnergyPak500 lithium-ion battery.
•  Giant PedalPlus 4-sensor technology.
•  Giant RideControl EVO.
•  2x11-speed drivetrain.
•  Contact Switch remote height adjust seatpost.
•  Hydraulic brakes for superior control.

Key Performance Factors target rider

Intended use Key features

xc enduro

recreation

trail
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1  PEDALPLUS
  New 4-sensor system precisely measures the amount of force a rider is applying to 

the pedals so that the motor can produce a seamless power boost. 

2  SYNCDRIVE Pro MOTOR
  SyncDrive Pro powered by Yamaha is designed for high-performance E-bike riding. 

Giant tuned the motor to be more powerful for performance-focused riding.

3 MAESTRO SUSPENSION
   Uses four strategically positioned pivot points and two linkages that work together  

to create a single floating pivot point for 140m of active and efficient rear travel.

4  ALUXX SL ALUMINUM
  State-of-the-art aluminum frameset material features best-in-class strength-to-

weight ratios and unique welding technologies for a high-performance ride quality.

5  RIDECONTROL evo
  Handlebar-mounted command center provides ergonomically designed controls to 

adjust riding modes and view data including speed, distance and battery level.

6  INTEGRATED ENERGYPAK 500wh
  Integrated 500Wh lithium-ion battery system features the highest energy density in 

its class, giving riders up to 25% greater range than most batteries of similar size and 
weight.

7  WIDE GEAR RANGE
  Helps riders power through variable off-road terrain, from smooth flats to rugged 

singletrack climbs and descents.

8 BOOST TECHNOLOGY
  Wider hub spacing results in stiffer wheels for added control, plus more tire clearance 

and an improved chainline for optimal drivetrain performance.   

 
technology

2018 full-E+ pro



 
 
power your 
journey.
giant-bicycles.com


